- Booth for expo, check the email
  - Request a booth
  - Descriptive name
  - Brief description - a sentence on each project
  - Select someone to do it, look at it, get data
  - Ask for requirements: power, lights, space

- Prepare checklist for processor
  - Requirements: libraries, languages, etc.

- Move forward with mechanical design
  - Drawing package
  - Design parts
  - Prototype them
  - Talk with Russ about injection molded design requirements, specifications

- Presentation Friday: 10 min, ppt available
  - Videos from parallax?
  - Put it together tonight
  - Clearwater room: TLC
  - Schedule:
    - 10:30 -
      - Tyler, Kevin
    - 11:30 -
      - Nicole, Kevin, Ben
  - Find video links, send them to Kevin

- Feb 21: another robot competition: stop by

- Brainstorm layout for the floor (MemGym)